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First of all….
❖ Many thanks to the all the SOC and LOC members

❖ Special thanks to Enrico Bozzo, Ilda Cozzolino and 
Massimo Della Valle (and INAF)



The ESA Cosmic Vision Programme

❖ Selected missions

• M1: Solar Orbiter (solar astrophysics, 2017)

• M2: Euclid (cosmology, 2020)

• L1: JUICE (exploration of Jupiter system, 2022)

• S1: CHEOPS (exoplanets, 2017)

• M3: PLATO (exoplanets, 2024)

• L2: ATHENA (X-ray observatory, cosmology 2028)

• L3: gravitational wave observatory (LISA, 2034) 

• M4: TBD (2025) [XIPE (X-ray pol.), ARIEL (exoplanets), 
THOR (plasma, interaction star-planet)]   



The ESA Cosmic Vision Programme

❖ Selected missions

• M1: Solar Orbiter (solar astrophysics, 2017)

• M2: Euclid (cosmology, 2020)

• L1: JUICE (exploration of Jupiter system, 2022)

• S1: CHEOPS (exoplanets, 2017)

• M3: PLATO (exoplanets, 2024)

• L2: ATHENA (X-ray observatory, cosmology 2028)

• [L3: gravitational wawes observatory (eLISA) 2032 ] 

Resonant keywords: cosmology (dark 

energy, dark matter, re-ionization, structures

formation and evolution), fundamental
physics (relativity, quantum gravity, QCD, 

gravitational wave universe), exoplanets

(planets formation + evolution + census -> 
life), solar system exploration (as for 

exoplanets)



THE ESA/M5 Call (for launch in ~2029) 

• M5: launch in 2029-2030, ESA budget 550Meuro, final 
selection of 3 missions for phase 0/A by end of 2017 
(postponed to first months of 2018) 



THESEUS

Transient High Energy Sky and  

Early Universe Surveyor 

Lead Proposer (ESA/M5): Lorenzo Amati (INAF – IASF Bologna, Italy)

Coordinators (ESA/M5): Lorenzo Amati, Paul O’Brien (Univ. Leicester,
UK), Diego Gotz (CEA-Paris, France), C. Tenzer (Univ. Tuebingen, D), 
E. Bozzo (Univ. Genève, CH)

Payload consortium:  Italy, UK, France, Germany, Switzerland, Spain, 
Poland, Czech Republic, Ireland, Hungary, Slovenia , ESA

Interested international partners: USA, China, Brazil



Time-domain multi-messenger
astrophysics



GRBs within Cosmic Vision
• The European community played a fundamental role in the

enormous progress in the field of the last 15 - 20 years (BeppoSAX,
HETE-2, Swift, AGILE, Fermi + enormous efforts in optical IR and
radio follow-up)

• In 2012, two European proposals for ESA Call for Small mission
dedicated to GRBs and all-sky monitoring: GAME (led by Italy, SDD-
based cameras + CZT-based camera + scintillator based detectors)
and A-STAR (led by UK, lobster-eye telescopes + CdTe detectors)

• The White Paper on GRBs as probes of the early Universe
submitted in response to ESA Call for science theme for next L2/L3
missions (Amati, Tanvir, et al., arXiv:1306.5259) was very well
considered by ESA

• ATHENA (ESA/L2, 2028): very high spectral resolution spectroscopic
observations of high redshift gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) to study
metal enrichment in the early Universe

http://arxiv.org/abs/1306.5259


Further background and heritage

• Fundamental contribution of the European community to
the dawn of gravitational waves astrophysics (EGO-Virgo
+ key role in the e.m. follow-up with largest facilities in
the world, like, e.g., VLT)

• Strong R&D and leadership in key enabling technologies
like, e.g., lobster-eye cameras, silicon drift detectors +
scintillators, IR space telescope technology (e.g., Euclid)

• Key role of Europe in the large facilities of the next
decade (ELT, CTA, SKA, ATHENA, LISA)



Where we are
• June 2017: THESEUS passed the technical-programmatic 

evaluation and is admitted to the final scientific evaluation (big 
efforts to overcome the technical issues arised by ESA in the M4 
evaluation)

• Scientific evaluation started in September 2017

• On October 20th we will receive questions by the SARP, replies 
must be sent to ESA by October 31st

• November 8th : interview of the LP and two Co-Is at ESA

• Supporting the scientific evaluation: this Workshop, THESEUS 
white paper on arXiv within mid-October, “focus papers” by mid 
November , Workshop Proceedings



The study of the Universe before and
during the epoch of reionization
represents one of the major themes
for the next generation of space and
ground–based observational facilities.
Many questions about the first phases
of structure formation in the early
Universe will still be open in the late
2020s:
• When and how did first 

stars/galaxies form? 
• What are their properties? When 

and how fast was the Universe 
enriched with metals? 

• How did reionization proceed? 11
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THESEUS: Main scientific goals
A) Exploring the Early Universe 
(cosmic dawn and reionization era) 
by unveiling the Gamma-Ray Burst 
(GRBs) population in the first billion 
years
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Shedding light on the early Universe with GRBs

Because of their huge luminosities, mostly
emitted in the X and gamma-rays, their
redshift distribution extending at least to z ~9
and their association with explosive death of
massive stars and star forming regions, GRBs
are unique and powerful tools for
investigating the early Universe: SFR
evolution, physics of re-ionization, galaxies
metallicity evolution and luminosity
function, first generation (pop III) stars



A statistical sample of high–z GRBs can provide
fundamental information:

• measure independently the cosmic star–formation rate, even
beyond the limits of current and future galaxy surveys

• directly (or indirectly) detect the first population of stars (pop III)

Z = 9.2 Robertson&Ellis12



Even JWST and ELTs surveys will be not able to probe the faint end of the galaxy

Luminosity Function at high redshifts (z>6-8)

z=6.29; MAB > 28.86 Z=5.11; MAB > 28.13 Z=5.47; MAB > 28.57 

Z=6.73; MAB > 27.92 Z=8.23; MAB > 30.29 Z=9.4; MAB > 28.49 

Tanvir+12

Robertson&Ellis12

• the number density and properties of low-mass galaxies



Abundances, HI, dust, dynamics etc. even for very faint hosts. E.g. GRB 050730: 
faint host (R>28.5), but z=3.97, [Fe/H]=-2 and low dust, from afterglow spectrum 
(Chen et al. 2005; Starling et al. 2005). 

HI(Lya)

Metals

Forest (IGM)

Ly-limit
HST/ACS

Courtesy N. Tanvir

• the neutral hydrogen fraction

• the escape fraction of UV photons from high-z galaxies

• the early metallicity of the ISM and IGM and its evolution



B) Perform an unprecedented deep monitoring of the 
soft X-ray transient Universe in order to:
 Locate and identify the electromagnetic

counterparts to sources of gravitational
radiation and neutrinos, which may be
routinely detected in the late ‘20s / early
‘30s by next generation facilities like
aLIGO/aVirgo, eLISA, ET, or Km3NET;

 Provide real-time triggers and accurate (~1
arcmin within a few seconds; ~1’’ within a few
minutes) high-energy transients for follow-up
with next-generation optical-NIR (E-ELT, JWST
if still operating), radio (SKA), X-rays (ATHENA),
TeV (CTA) telescopes; synergy with LSST

 Provide a fundamental step forward in the
comprehension of the physics of various classes
of transients and fill the present gap in the
discovery space of new classes of transients
events



 Soft X-ray Imager (SXI): a set of four
sensitive lobster-eye telescopes observing
in 0.3 - 6 keV band, total FOV of ~1sr with
source location accuracy < 1-2’;

 X-Gamma rays Imaging Spectrometer
(XGIS,): 3 coded-mask X-gamma ray
cameras using bars of Silicon diodes
coupled with CsI crystal scintillators
observing in 2 keV – 10 MeV band, a FOV
of ~2sr, overlapping the SXI, with ~5’
source location accuracy;.

 InfraRed Telescope (IRT): a 0.7m class IR
telescope observing in the 0.7 – 1.8 μm
band, providing a 10’x10’ FOV, with both
imaging and moderate resolution
spectroscopy capabilities

THESEUS payload

LEO (< 5°, ~600 km)
Rapid slewing bus
Prompt downlink 



 Low-Earth Orbit (LEO), (< 5°, ~600 km)

 Rapid slewing bus (>10°/min)

 Prompt downlink (< 10-20s)

 Sky fraction that can be observed: 64%

THESEUS mission profile



+ Infrared telescope and 
fast slewing !!!

2029-2030

2022
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 GW/multi-messenger and time-domain astrophysics 

Among the GW transient sources that will be monitored by
THESEUS there are NS-NS / NS-BH mergers:
 collimated on-axis and off-axis prompt gamma-ray

emission from short GRBs
Optical/NIR and soft X-ray isotropic emissions from

kilonovae, off-axis afterglows and, for NS-NS, from newly
born ms magnetar spindown



 GW/multi-messenger and time-domain astrophysics 



• survey capabilities  of transient phenomena 
similar to the Large Synoptic Survey 
Telescope (LSST) in the optical: a remarkable 
scientific sinergy can be anticipated.

• substantially increased detection rate and 
characterization of sub-energetic GRBs and 
X-Ray Flashes;

• unprecedented  insights in the physics and 
progenitors of GRBs and their connection 
with peculiar core-collapse Sne;

• IR survey and guest observer 
possibilities, thus allowing an even 
stronger community involvement

 Time-domain astronomy and  
GRB physics 



Mission profile and budgets

• Launch with VEGA-C into LEO (< 5°, ~600 km)
• Spacecraft slewing capabilities (30° < 5 min)
• Prompt downlink options : WHF network (options: IRIDIUM network,

ORBCOMM, NASA/TDRSS, ESA/EDRS)



THESEUS payload consortium (M5)
• ITALY - L.P. / project office, XGIS, Malindi antenna 

• UK - SXI (optics + detectors + calibration) + S/W  (SXI pipeline and remote contribution to 
SDC) 

• France - IRT (coordination and IR camera, including cooler) , ESA - IRT optics + SXI CCDs

• Germany, Poland - Data Processing Units (DPU) for both SXI and XGS, Power Supply Units
(PSU)

• Switzerland: SDC (data archiving, AOs, + pipelines) + IRT focal plane assembly

• Other contributions: Spain (XGIS collimators), Belgium (SXI integration and tests), Czech
Rep. (mechanical structures and thermal control of SXI), Ireland (IRT focal plane), Hungary
(spacecraft interface simulator, PDHU, IRT calib.), Slovenia (X-band transponder, mobile 
ground station)

• International optional contributions: USA: (TDRSS, contrib. to XGS and IRT detectors), Brazil:
Alcantara antenna, China (SXI, XGS), Japan ?

• Industrial partners: CGS (OHB group), GPAP



Conclusions
❖ THESEUS (submitted to ESA/M5 by an Italy-led European collaboration, with interest 

of USA, China, Brazil) will fully exploit GRBs as powerful and unique tools to 
investigate the early universe and will provide us with unprecedented clues to GRB 
physics and sub-classes.

❖ THESEUS will perform a deep wide field monitoring of the high-energy sky from X-
rays (0.3 keV) to gamma-rays (tens of MeV) with unprecedented combination of 
sensitivity, FOV and source location accuracy in the soft X-rays, coupled with 
extension up to several MeVs

❖ THESEUS will  also play a fundamental role for GW/multi-messenger and time domain 
astrophysics at the end of next decade, operating in perfect synergy with next 
generation multi messenger (aLIGO/aVirgo, eLISA, ET, or Km3NET;) and e.m. facilities 
(e.g., LSST, E-ELT, SKA, CTA, ATHENA)

❖ THESEUS passed the ESA/M5 technical-programmatic evaluation and is undergoing 
the scientific evaluation; provide your interest / support  to amati@iasfbo.inaf.it or 
http://www.isdc.unige.ch/theseus/

❖ Supporting the scientific evaluation: this Workshop, THESEUS white paper on arXiv
within mid-October, “focus papers” by mid November , Workshop Proceedings

mailto:amati@iasfbo.inaf.it
http://www.isdc.unige.ch/theseus/


Please,  

• Send the final pdf file of your presentation to 

enrico.bozzo@unige.ch

• Prepare a short paper from your presentation to be posted to arXiv

(instructions for the Proceedings will be circulated asap, likely Journal 

of the Italian Astronomical Society)

• Be ready to contribute to the replies to the questions by ESA panels, 

to be received on October 20th, replies must be sent to ESA by 

October 31st

• THESEUS session at the AXRO meeting in Prague on                 4-

7 December (TBC, stay tuned)

mailto:enrico.bozzo@unige.ch


BACK-UP SLIDES 



The Soft X-ray Imager (SXI)

4 DUs, each has a 31 x 26 degree FoV



The X-Gamma-rays spectrometer (XGS)



The InfraRed Telescope (IRT)



 GW/multi-messenger and time-domain astrophysics 

Among the GW transient sources that will be monitored by THESEUS there are:
 NS-NS / NS-BH mergers:

 collimated EM emission from short GRBs and their afterglows (rate of ≤ 1/yr for
2G GW detectors but up to 20/yr for 3G GW detectors as Einstein Telescope)

 Optical/NIR and soft X-ray isotropic emissions from kilonovae, off-axis afterglows
and, for NS-NS, from newly born ms magnetar spindown (rate of GW detectable
NS-NS or NS-BH systems, i.e. dozens-hundreds/yr)

 Core collapse of massive stars: Long GRBs, LLGRBs, ccSNe (much more uncertain
predictions in GW energy output, possible rate of ~1/yr)

 Flares from isolated NSs: Soft Gamma Repeaters (although GW energy content is
~0.01%-1% of EM counterpart)



Credit: Osborne 2016 
THESEUS Brera meeting

Credit: 
Sathyaprakash 2016
7° ET Symposium

THESEUS

NS-NS

NS-BH 



THESEUS Requirements I 

• A full exploration of the early Universe requires the
detection of a factor 10 more GRBs (about 80-100) than
currently available at z>6

• As supported by intensive simulation efforts (e.g. Ghirlanda+15

MNRAS) a high detection rate of high redshift GRBs requires
a soft and sensitive (down to 10-9 erg/cm2/s) wide field
high-energy trigger, with precise and reliable localization
techniques (< 2 arc min)

• In order to efficiently classify and filter the trigger a
broad band spectral coverage is needed at high
energies (+ GRB physics and additional cosmology)



Ghirlanda et al.  2015

Yonetoku et al.  2014



• In order to identify, classify and study the high-z GRB
counterparts, an near-infrared (due to cosmological Ly-
alpha suppression) telescope is needed on board. It will
provide accurate positions, GRB redshifts, and GRB
afterglows spectra (R~1000).

• The telescope shall be of the 0.5-1 m class in order to be
able to detect the sources with the expected flux.

Note that any ground based facility will not have the same efficiency
and/or sensitivity in following-up 1000 bursts per year that are needed in
order to have a few tens of GRBs beyond z=8.

• An agile and autonomous platform (Swift-like) is required in
order to point at the GRB position quickly (within 5-10 min);
also, in order to allow slit spectroscopy, the poiting stability
should be better than 0.5 arcsec

THESEUS Requirements II



 GW/multi-messenger and time-domain astrophysics 

 Several high energy sources that THESEUS will monitor are also thought to be strong
neutrino emitters, in particular SNe and GRBs.

 High energy neutrinos (>105 GeV): ultra-relativistic jets produce shock-
accelerated protons that, interacting with high energy photons, originate high
energy neutrinos via charged pions decay (e.g. Waxman & Bachall 1997).

 Pulsed of low energy neutrinos (< 10 MeV) are expected during CC-Sne. Low
energy neutrinos has been detected from SN 1987 A at 50 kpc.

 GW and neutrino emissions provide important information from the innermost regions
(e.g. as the degree of asymmetry in the matter distribution, the rotation rate and
strenght of magnetic fields)

 Future Megatons detectors as Deep-TITAND are expected to work during the 3G GW
detectors, will reach distance up to 8 Mpc thus guaranteeing simultaneous
GW/neutrino and EM detections of 1 SN/yr.

 Very promising for such multi-messenger sutdies are the LLGRBs given their expected
larger rate than for standard LGRBs (up to 1000 higher) and their proximity.



43
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THESEUS payload consortium (M5)
• ITALY - L.P. / project office, XGIS, Malindi antenna 

• UK - SXI (optics + detectors + calibration) + S/W  (SXI pipeline and remote contribution to 
SDC) 

• France - IRT (coordination and IR camera, including cooler) , ESA - IRT optics + SXI CCDs

• Germany, Poland - Data Processing Units (DPU) for both SXI and XGS, Power Supply Units
(PSU)

• Switzerland: SDC (data archiving, AOs, + pipelines) + IRT focal plane assembly

• Other contributions: Spain (XGIS collimators), Belgium (SXI integration and tests), Czech
Rep. (mechanical structures and thermal control of SXI), Ireland (IRT focal plane), Hungary
(spacecraft interface simulator, PDHU, IRT calib.), Slovenia (X-band transponder, mobile 
ground station)

• International optional contributions: USA: (TDRSS, contrib. to XGS and IRT detectors), Brazil:
Alcantara antenna, China (SXI, XGS), Japan ?

• Industrial partners: CGS (OHB group), GPAP



Italian contributions to THESEUS (M5)
• Science: INAF (Lead Proposer & coordination; IASF-BO, IASF-MI, Oss.

Brera, IAPS, IASF-PA, Oss. Napoli, …), Universities (e.g., Univ. Ferrara,
Pol. Milano, SNS Pisa, Univ. Federico II Napoli, Univ. Urbino, …), INFN
(Trieste, Napoli, …)

• XGIS: INAF (PI; IASF-BO, IASF-MI, IAPS, …), INFN (Trieste, Bologna, …),
Universities (Politecnico Milano, Univ. Pavia, Univ. Ferrara, …), FBK
Trento

• Malindi ground station: ASI

• Industrial support for M5 proposal: CGS, GPAP

• Requested support to ASI: industrial costs and procurement related
to the XGIS instrument, support to scientific and industrial activities
within Italian Institutions (details delivered to ASI)



Italian leadership and contribution to THESEUS: 
motivation and heritage

• BeppoSAX (Italy, +NL contribution) : X-ray afterglow emission ->
optical counterparts and host galaxies -> cosmological distance
scale, GRB-SN connection, X-ray flashes, Ep- Eiso (“Amati”)
correlation -> cosmological parameters and dark energy

• HETE-2 (USA; Italian contribution): deeper investigation of X-ray
flashes

• Swift (USA, Italian contribution): early afterglow phenomenology,
sub-energetic GRBs, ultra-long GRBs, soft long tail of short GRBs

• AGILE (Italy): timing of prompt emission + X-ray detections

• Fermi (USA, Italian contribution): high energy emission, additional
spectral features -> crucial tests for emission physics, engine (+
testing quantum gravity ?)

• Piship of large optical /NIR follow-up programmes (TNG, VLT, etc.)



Italian contribution: technological heritage
• Scintillator-based detectors for high energy astrophysics: BeppoSAX

PDS & GRBM, INTEGRAL/PiCSIT, AGILE/MCAL (leading roles of INAF -
IASF – Bologna) + R&D projects funded by ASI

• SDD as detectors for high energy astrophysics and associated
electronics (ASIC): R&D projects funded by INFN, ASI, INAF

• Concept and earliest testing of SDD+CsI (“siswich”) (e.g., Marisaldi et
al. 2005)

• Concept studies of next generation GRB Monitors for future
opportunities: supported by ASI-INAF contract during 2006-2011 (p.i.
L. Amati)

• Innovation: SDD+CsI detection system, ASIC

• Development and testing of an XGIS module prototype is supported
by TECNO INAF 2014 (P.I. L. Amati, INAF – IASF Bologna)



Credit: Osborne 2016 
THESEUS Brera meeting

Credit: 
Sathyaprakash 2016
7° ET Symposium
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 Shedding light on the dark energy with GRBs



THESEUS after JWST and SKA
• Even JWST and E-ELTs surveys, in the 2020s, will be not able to probe the faint end of the galaxy

Luminosity Function at high redshifts (z>6-8).

• The first, metal–free stars (the so–called Pop III stars) can result in powerful GRBs (e.g.
Meszaros+10). GRBs offer a powerful route to directly identify such elusive objects (even JWST will
not be able to detect them directly) and study the galaxies in which they are hosted. Even indirectly,
the role of Pop III stars in enriching the first galaxies with metals can be studied by looking to the
absorption features of Pop II GRBs blowing out in a medium enriched by the first Pop III supernovae
(Wang+12).

• This is intimately connected to the reionization of the IGM and build up of global metallicity. The
latter is very poorly constrained, and even in the JWST era will rely on crude emission line
diagnostics for only the brightest galaxies.

• Regarding reionization, measurements of the Thomson scattering optical depth to the microwave
background by the Planck satellite now suggest it substantially occurred in the redshift range z ~ 7.8 –
8.8 (e.g., Planck collaboration. 2016), whereas the observations of the Gunn-Peterson trough in the
spectra of distant quasars and galaxies indicate it was largely finished by z ~ 6.5 (e.g., Schenker et al.
2014). Statistical measurements of the fluctuations in the redshifted 21 cm line of neutral hydrogen
by experiments such as LOFAR and SKA are expected to soon provide further constraints on the time
history (e.g, Patil et al. 2014). The central question, however, remains whether it was
predominantly radiation from massive stars that both brought about and sustained this phase
change, or whether more exotic mechanisms must be sought? With samples of several tens of GRBs at z > 7-
8, we can begin to statistically investigate the average and variance of the reionization process as a function of redshift (e.g.,
McQuinn et al. 2008).

• Even though some constraints on fainter galaxies can be obtained through observations of lensing 
clusters (e.g. Atek et al. 2015 ApJ 7 814 69), which will be improved further by JWST, simulations 
suggest star formation was likely occurring in considerably fainter systems still (Liu et al. 2016). 



THESEUS IRT Observatory Science
• Fielding an IR-specified spectrograph in space, THESEUS would provide a unique resource for

understanding the evolution of large samples of obscured galaxies and AGN. With a rapid slewing
capability, and substantial mission duration, the mission provides a very flexible opportunity to take
efficient images and spectra of large samples of galaxies with minute-to-many-hour-long cumulative
integrations

• The capability to cover the redshift range from 0.07<z<1.74 for H-alpha and 0.44<z<2.29 for H-beta 
enables Balmer decrement measurements of the extensive evolution of the AGN and galaxy 
luminosity functions at redshift ~0.5-1.5, a spectral region that simply cannot be covered from the 
ground. These key diagnostic rest-optical emission lines will be observed for galaxies in this 
substantial range of redshifts, reaching out towards the peak of AGN and galaxy formation activity, 
over a continuous redshift range where the bulge-blackhole mass relation is being built up and 
established, and the main sequence of star formation is well-studied. With excellent image quality, 
THESEUS~Rs R~500 grism can also provide spatially-resolved spectral information to highlight AGN 
emission, and identify galaxy asymmetries. 

• The imaging sensitivity of THESEUS is about 6 magnitudes lower than for JWST in the same exposure 
time; nevertheless, its availability ensures that many important statistical samples of active and 
evolved galaxies, selected from a wide range of sources can be compiled and diagnosed in detail at 
these interesting redshifts. Samples can be drawn from the very large WISE- and Herschel-selected 
infrared samples of galaxies, from EUCLID~Rs 24-mag large-area near-infrared galaxy survey, 
augmented by near-infrared selection in surveys from UKIDSS (whose deepest field reaches 
approximately 1 mag deeper than EUCLID~Rs wide-area survey in the H band) and VISTA, and in the 
optical from LSST and SDSS. 

• Spectra for rare and unusual galaxies and AGNs selected from wide-field imaging surveys can be 
obtained using the wide-field of THESEUS grism, thus building an extensive reference sample for 
studying the environments of the selected galaxies and AGNs, identifying large-scale structures and 
allowing overdensities to be measured. 



Possible THESEUS Data Policy

• In order to increase the follow-up from ground based
facilities GRB positions and redshifts will be made
immediately public

• GRB data will be owned by the consortium and made public
after 1 year (TBC)

• X-ray survey alerts (i.e. non-GRB) will be made immediately
public

• X-ray survey data will be owned by the consortium and
made public within 1 year (TBC)

• THESEUS can be used as an observatory between one GRB
follow-up and the other a la Swift/XRT



• Because of their huge luminosities, redshift distribution extending at
least to z ~10, connection with peculiar type Ibc SNE (long GRBs) and
NS-NS (BH) mergers (short GRBs), GRBS are of high interest for several
field of astrophysics, for cosmology and for fundamental physics

• The European community played a fundamental role in the enormous
progress in the field of the last 15 years (BeppoSAX, HETE-2, Swift,
AGILE, Fermi + enormous efforts in optical IR and radio follow-up)

• In 2012, two European proposals for ESA Call for Small mission
dedicated to GRBs and all-sky monitoring: GAME (led by Italy, SDD-
based cameras + scintillator base detectors) and A-STAR (led by UK,
lobster-eye telescopes + CdTe detectors)

• The White Paper on GRBs as probes of the early Universe submitted in
response to ESA Call for science theme for next L2/L3 missions (Amati,
Tanvir, et al., arXiv:1306.5259) was very well considered by ESA

• European community at the frontiers of time-domain and multi-
messenger astrophysics (e.g., EGO / Virgo)

THESEUS: scientific background

http://arxiv.org/abs/1306.5259


Field of view

XGIS

SXI

IRT
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Participants from Italian Institutions
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+ ~40 contrib. Scientists from INAF, INFN, 
Universities



THESEUS Requirements I 

• A full exploration of the early Universe requires the
detection of a factor 10 more GRBs (about 80-100) than
currently available at z>6

• As supported by intensive simulation efforts (e.g. Ghirlanda+15

MNRAS) a high detection rate of high redshift GRBs requires
a soft and sensitive (down to 10-9 erg/cm2/s) wide field
high-energy trigger, with precise and reliable localization
techniques (< 2 arc min)

• In order to efficiently classify and filter the trigger a
broad band spectral coverage is needed at high
energies (+ GRB physics and additional cosmology)



Ghirlanda et al.  2015

Yonetoku et al.  2014



• In order to identify, classify and study the high-z GRB
counterparts, an near-infrared (due to cosmological Ly-
alpha suppression) telescope is needed on board. It will
provide accurate positions, GRB redshifts, and GRB
afterglows spectra (R~1000).

• The telescope shall be of the 0.5-1 m class in order to be
able to detect the sources with the expected flux.

Note that any ground based facility will not have the same efficiency
and/or sensitivity in following-up 1000 bursts per year that are needed in
order to have a few tens of GRBs beyond z=8.

• An agile and autonomous platform (Swift-like) is required in
order to point at the GRB position quickly (within 5-10 min);
also, in order to allow slit spectroscopy, the poiting stability
should be better than 0.5 arcsec

THESEUS Requirements II



 Discriminating among different models - The case of GRB 090618: 

THESEUS/XGS will be capable of discriminating among Band and BB+PL 

thanks to its energy band extending below 10 keV

Fermi/GBM THESEUS/XGS (BB+PL) THESEUS /XGS (Band model)



 Absorption features: the case of GRB990705 (edge at 3.8 keV -> 
redshifted neutral iron k-edge -> z = 0.85 -> confirmed by host 
galaxy spectroscopy: redshift estimate through X-ray spectroscopy

BeppoSAX WFC + GRBM THESEUS XGS



measuring cosmological parameters with GRBs

600 GRB



measuring cosmological parameters with GRBs

600 GRB



GRBs within Cosmic Vision
• The European community played a fundamental role in the

enormous progress in the field of the last 15 - 20 years (BeppoSAX,
HETE-2, Swift, AGILE, Fermi + enormous efforts in optical IR and
radio follow-up)

• In 2012, two European proposals for ESA Call for Small mission
dedicated to GRBs and all-sky monitoring: GAME (led by Italy, SDD-
based cameras + CZT-based camera + scintillator based detectors)
and A-STAR (led by UK, lobster-eye telescopes + CdTe detectors)

• The White Paper on GRBs as probes of the early Universe
submitted in response to ESA Call for science theme for next L2/L3
missions (Amati, Tanvir, et al., arXiv:1306.5259) was very well
considered by ESA

• ATHENA (ESA/L2, 2028): very high spectral resolution spectroscopic
observations of high redshift gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) to study
metal enrichment in the early Universe

http://arxiv.org/abs/1306.5259




THESEUS: Italian contribution (ASI support)

• XGIS - 3 FM units + 1 spare unit, each one including 4 X-gamma ray
detector modules, electronics, instr. spec. S/W, EGSE, MGSE  and 
calibrations: ~15 - 17 ME

• XGIS instrument specific S/W for I-DHU: ~1 - 1.5 ME 

• Ground segment- Malindi antenna: ~ 2 ME

• Trigger Broadcasting Unit (VHF transmitter): ~0.7 ME 

• Support to industrial and scientific activities in Italy : ~2 - 2.5 ME

• Total:  ~20 – 23 ME



 GW/multi-messenger and time-domain astrophysics 

 Several high energy sources that THESEUS will monitor are also thought to be strong
neutrino emitters, in particular SNe and GRBs.

 High energy neutrinos (>105 GeV): ultra-relativistic jets produce shock-
accelerated protons that, interacting with high energy photons, originate high
energy neutrinos via charged pions decay (e.g. Waxman & Bachall 1997).

 Pulsed of low energy neutrinos (< 10 MeV) are expected during CC-Sne. Low
energy neutrinos has been detected from SN 1987 A at 50 kpc.

 GW and neutrino emissions provide important information from the innermost regions
(e.g. as the degree of asymmetry in the matter distribution, the rotation rate and
strenght of magnetic fields)

 Future Megatons detectors as Deep-TITAND are expected to work during the 3G GW
detectors, will reach distance up to 8 Mpc thus guaranteeing simultaneous
GW/neutrino and EM detections of 1 SN/yr.

 Very promising for such multi-messenger sutdies are the LLGRBs given their expected
larger rate than for standard LGRBs (up to 1000 higher) and their proximity.





 GW/multi-messenger and time-domain astrophysics 
 Locate and identify the electromagnetic

counterparts to sources of gravitational radiation
and neutrinos, which may be routinely detected
in the late ‘20s / early ‘30s by next generation
facilities like aLIGO/aVirgo, eLISA, ET, or Km3NET;

 Provide real-time triggers and accurate (~1
arcmin within a few seconds; ~1’’ within a few
minutes) locations of (long/short) GRBs and
high-energy transients for follow-up with next-
generation optical-NIR (E-ELT, JWST if still
operating), radio (SKA), X-rays (ATHENA), TeV
(CTA) telescopes;

 Provide a fundamental step forward in the
comprehension of the physics of various classes
of Galactic and extra-Galactic transients, e.g.
tidal disruption events (TDE), magnetars /SGRs,
SN shock break-outs, Soft X-ray Transients SFXTS,
thermonuclear bursts from accreting neutron
stars, Novae, dwarf novae, stellar flares, AGNs
and Blazars
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+ Infrared telescope and 
fast slewing !!!



THESEUS Requirements I 

• A full exploration of the early Universe requires the
detection of a factor 10 more GRBs (about 80-100) than
currently available at z>6

• As supported by intensive simulation efforts (e.g. Ghirlanda+15

MNRAS) a high detection rate of high redshift GRBs requires
a soft and sensitive (down to 10-9 erg/cm2/s) wide field
high-energy trigger, with precise and reliable localization
techniques (< 2 arc min)

• In order to efficiently classify and filter the trigger a
broad band spectral coverage is needed at high
energies (+ GRB physics and additional cosmology)



Ghirlanda et al.  2015

Yonetoku et al.  2014



• In order to identify, classify and study the high-z GRB
counterparts, an near-infrared (due to cosmological Ly-
alpha suppression) telescope is needed on board. It will
provide accurate positions, GRB redshifts, and GRB
afterglows spectra (R~1000).

• The telescope shall be of the 0.5-1 m class in order to be
able to detect the sources with the expected flux.

Note that any ground based facility will not have the same efficiency
and/or sensitivity in following-up 1000 bursts per year that are needed in
order to have a few tens of GRBs beyond z=8.

• An agile and autonomous platform (Swift-like) is required in
order to point at the GRB position quickly (within 5-10 min);
also, in order to allow slit spectroscopy, the poiting stability
should be better than 0.5 arcsec

THESEUS Requirements II



 Absorption features: the case of GRB990705 (edge at 3.8 keV -> 
redshifted neutral iron k-edge -> z = 0.85 -> confirmed by host 
galaxy spectroscopy: redshift estimate through X-ray spectroscopy

BeppoSAX WFC + GRBM THESEUS XGS



GRBs within Cosmic Vision
• The European community played a fundamental role in the enormous

progress in the field of the last 15 - 20 years (BeppoSAX, HETE-2, Swift, AGILE,
Fermi + enormous efforts in optical IR and radio follow-up)

• In 2012, two European proposals for ESA Call for Small mission dedicated to
GRBs and all-sky monitoring: GAME (led by Italy, SDD-based cameras + CZT-
based camera + scintillator based detectors) and A-STAR (led by UK, lobster-
eye telescopes + CdTe detectors)

• The White Paper on GRBs as probes of the early Universe submitted in
response to ESA Call for science theme for next L2/L3 missions (Amati, Tanvir,
et al., arXiv:1306.5259) was very well considered by ESA

• ATHENA (ESA/L2, 2028): very high spectral resolution spectroscopic
observations of high redshift gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) to study metal
enrichment in the early Universe

• ESA/M4: THESEUS (Early Universe through high-redshift GRBs + GRB physics,
sub-classes, etc. ), LOFT (M3 assessment study, GRBs as part of observatory
science), ASTROGAM (GRB jet physics in the MeV and testing LI with GRBs as
part of many science topics), XIPE, …

http://arxiv.org/abs/1306.5259


Mission profile
• Launch with VEGA into LEO (< 5°, ~600

km)

• Spacecraft slewing capabilities (30° < 4
min)

• Pointing anti-sun + ~polar

• Malindi antenna (+ Alcantara ?)

• Prompt downlink options :
NASA/TDRSS, ESA/EDRS, WHF network,
IRIDIUM network, ORBCOMM

• MOC, SOC -> ESA

• SDC -> ASDC (+FSC)



The Soft X-ray Imager (SXI)



THESEUS payload consortium (M5)
• ITALY - XGS + SDC + Malindi antenna 

• UK - SXI (optics + detectors + calibration) + S/W  (SXI pipeline and remote 
contribution to SDC) 

• France - IRT (coordination and IR camera, including cooler) , ESA - IRT optics

• Germany (+ Denmark ?)  - Data Processing Units (DPU) for both SXI and XGS, 
Power Supply Units (PSU)

• Switzerland: SDC (data archiving, AOs, + pipelines) + IRT focal plane assembly

• Other contributions: Czech Rep. (mechanical structures and thermal control of 
SXI), Ireland (IRT focal plane), Hungary (spacecraft interface simulator, PDHU, IRT 
calib.), Slovenia (X-band transponder, mobile ground station), Spain ? (cal.)

• International optional contributions: USA: (TDRSS, contrib. to XGS and IRT 
detector ?), Brazil: Alcantara antenna (+ …. ?), Japan (TBD) ?

• Industrial partner: CGS (OHB group), GPAP



GRB White paper for 
ESA/L2-L3

➢ Time frame: next decade

➢ Collaboration: D, UK, Fr, It, Ir, 
Dm, ..

➢ Status: theme for ESA/L2-3➢ Goals: detect 1000 GRB/year for substantial increase of high-z GRBs (50 at z >9) 

-> GRBs as probes of Pop III stars, metal enrichment and reionization of the 

Universe, IGM,SFR evolution up to early Universe ; provide trigger and e.m. 

counterpart for next generation grav. wave and neutrino detectors; GRB polarisation 

➢ Payload: different solutions proposed, e.g., multi-BAT or Compton Telescope or 

Lobster-eye telescope + X-ray telescope +NIR telescope; L2 orbit prefarable 



N. Tanvir



 Shedding light on the early Universe with GRBs


